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Blue Castle Holdings President & CEO Speaks at Western
Conference of Public Service Commissioners
PROVO, UT – Aaron J. Tilton, President and CEO of Blue Castle Holdings, Inc. spoke as a
panelist on the topic of “No-Carbon New Generation Technologies in the West” at the Western
Conference of Public Service Commissioners held at the Arizona Biltmore in Phoenix Arizona on
Tuesday, June 2, 2015.
The panel featured a variety of perspectives from government and industry representatives
discussing new no-carbon technologies or, in Blue Castle’s case, a new approach to the
development of new nuclear power. The panel was moderated by Commissioner Pam Patton of
the Colorado Public Utilities Commission.
During the panel discussion, Mr. Tilton emphasized the approach Blue Castle is taking in
developing its new nuclear site that turns typical industry risks into advantages. By securing
assets and the regulatory approval for those assets, such as cooling water, land and state tax
incentives, the Blue Castle Project provides real value to utilities and nuclear vendors.
Mr. Tilton further explained that Blue Castle’s business model for the nuclear power development
side of its business is to select, acquire, enhance, and license a plant site which is well suited for
the deployment of new nuclear power generation. This creates an option value for utility equity
participation in a licensed new nuclear power plant site.
###
About Blue Castle Holdings
Blue Castle Holdings Inc. is a Utah-based company developing a leading new nuclear plant site in
the Western U.S. BCH business model is to select, acquire, enhance, and license a plant site
which is well suited for the deployment of new nuclear power generation.
More information about Blue Castle Holdings can be found at: www.bluecastleproject.com
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